PRESS INFORMATION
ABM clip on handlebar ‚raceClip‘: further sizes are planned!
D-Breisach, 06th Nov 2018 While the existing clamps of the ‘raceClip’ can only
be mounted on forks with a diameter of 50 and 55 mm, the motorcycle part
producer ABM now plans to expand the size range from January 2019.
Thus, the German manufacturer takes up his size expansion of his two other clip-on
handlebars (version 'Tour' and 'Sport') which have already been supplemented by
numerous standpipe diameters, last year.
With a clip on bar conversion you achieve an increase in the handlebar area, in
particular. Depending on the type of the adjustable clip on bar and the motorbike
model these increases may vary (multiClip Sport, multiClip Tour, raceClip).
Depending on the model the clip on can also be set lower, if necessary.
Depending on the body type and the personal driving style the raceClip can be
individually rotated in all directions and adjusted to any position. This makes this
motorcycle clip on almost infinitely customizable - for an excellent seating comfort.
Special feature:
The steering tube is not a conventional one. It is 3° crooked. Thus, you can adjust the
’raceClip’ even more individual to you. Due to this bend you gain additional leeway in
height adjustment: here in the grip area. That reveals a further advantage concerning
the seating comfort.
Safety:
A multiple clamping on the fork ensures a maximum safety. All ABM clip on
handlebars are tested and certified to the highest safety standards. They all have a
part certificate! So you can feel safe when you're on your way.
Further information: ab-m.de

Picture 1: Clip on handlebar ‚raceClip‘ - further sizes from Jan 2019

Picture 2: Unique fine adjustment of steering tube due to innovative 3° bend

Picture 3: Individually adjustable by height adjustment in the grip area

Picture 4: Adjustable clip on bar 'raceClip' for racing - tested & certified!
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ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is manufacturer of high-end accessories for motorcycles. The
company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder Arthur Berthold Munz. Since
2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the managing director who is responsible for about
twenty employees in the field of development, production, marketing and sales at the
permanent business establishment in Breisach am Rhein, Germany. Meanwhile, the
company has launched two brands: ABM ergonomic style & WUNDERKIND-Custom.

